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About This Game

Lost Planet: Extreme Condition Colonies Edition includes everything that made the original Lost Planet a hit on PC, as well as
adding the following new features:

New modes for single-player campaign

Score Attack - Each enemy and destructible object has points assigned to them, with the player being awarded different
points depending on how they defeat the enemy.

Trial Battle Mode - Take on each of the game's Bosses, one after another

Off limit Mode - Go wild with over-the-top super-charged weapons with unlimited ammunition and increased speed of
movement

New online modes

Akrid Hunter – Get the chance to finally play as an Akrid as your opponents attempt to take you down
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VS Annihilator – Each team attempts to destroy its opponent's VS while defending its own

Counter Grab – The team with the longest data posts activation time wins

Point Snatcher – Take down opponents and collect the most thermal energy points

Akrid Egg Battle – Steal Akrid eggs from the opponent’s team and bring them safely back to your own base

Egg Bandit – steal your opponents' Akrid egg, with points awarded for longer capture time

4 new maps for online matches: Crossfire City, Area 921, Lost Arena, Assault Space

5 new playable character models

Multiple new weapons for both snow pirates and the robotic VS suits

Cross-platform Battles – Xbox 360 owners can join forces or play against PC gamers

New perspectives - Switch to first person view or the over-the-shoulder view for even more intense action
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Title: Lost Planet: Extreme Condition Colonies Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
CAPCOM CO., LTD.
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2010
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English,French,German,Italian
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Deletes your progression if you logg off and the progression doesnt last long before you need to wait 1-2 hours for 1 upgrade. A
short (~30 minutes) kinetic novel. Needs more proofreading (there's a handful of typos, as well as two odd instances of what
look like placeholder notes that were accidentally left in), but the writing has a wonderfully dreamy, poetic feel, flowing from
one thought to the next, sometimes vague as to what the protagonist is actually saying out loud and what she's thinking. The art is
beautiful, and the music really builds up the atmosphere.

I was all set to give this a positive review, and then a twist ending abruptly sucked everything interesting and ambiguous out of
the story, leaving only a husk of tired cliche, and I just felt cheated. English visual novels have such a shortage of artfully
crafted short stories like this. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that ending for ruining it.. This was the first movie I bought on Steam
and I'm really not disappointed.

Padak touches on some very serious things, do not be fooled by the (very nice) animation and watch it with the family. Unless
of course your family is into cannibalism and the cruel realities of life. Then yeah, watch it with them.

Though it seems as if the story is only there to portray the "horrors" fish or other creatures may or may not experience while in a
restaurants death row, or the supposed wrongs of those working in fish and culinary industries, there are subliminal and
important messages throughout the story, such as the significance of hope, sacrifice, and the "tail" (ha me) even taps into the
profound and mysterious meanings of life. Kinda silly for an animated movie to do, but it can work.

Other than what the movie is all about, it has great music, art, characters, and as I said before, animation. I will now go a little
more in-depth for each of those aspects: The music fits very nicely, with certain moods expressed in the songs that make sense
with the story. The art shown during the music go hand-in-hand as far as the flow of both together, and the illustrations can be
very beautiful. Unlike in a lot of animated movies, the characters aren't bland and cliche really, aside from possibly the rogue
fish here and the overly optimistic one there. The real test for their uniqueness I found was trying to rank them in my mind,
which I actually found difficult (even though they aren't all the kindest or most antagonistic of characters, which is interesting).
The animation of this movie reminds me of how Finding Nemo may have been if it was made in a time with this sort of
technology, which I think of as a compliment, as Disney has quite a large budget.

The only con I really could have for the movie would probably be that it's all in Korean and requires you to use subtitles, but as
this makes a Korean restaurant more immersive, I easliy look over it.

Synopsis: It's a great movie! Get it while it's still on sale for only a dollar :). The writing and theme feel a little derivative of the
Portal series, which would normally irritate me if it weren't done exceptionally well, but fortunately that is the case here. If that
were still a negative for some, the rest of the experience makes up for it in setting, technical effects, concept and execution.
. Pinball is fun to me,although it have been a long time since I played this kind of game when I was very young. The game has a
handful operating operations,saveral distinctive table types&it recordes my high scores.I won't unload this game for a long time
haaaaaa.. This is the most ♥♥♥♥♥♥ pinball game I've ever played. The Win 98 included version was better. Who the hell want
the pinball-board to give you help when shooting. I want my money back! :(. While it is a game that is hard to take seriously, it
is also a game that is incredibly fun to play.. Good game but there are a few glitches in the game:

-reloading animation

-right click with the knife and you can see your arms

apart from that amazing game can't wait for the full game to come out. So, way back when I purchased this game.. I logged in a
total of 0.2 hours (12 mins.) and suddenly I get an error at start-up with a specific virus warning. I've tried the Steam fix and to
install and re-install on multiple number of computers to the same futile result. Messaging the devs returned only silence.. and
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not only is it unplayable, but it's planting a virus.. WTF??!!!
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I played through this game so many times now.
It's a really good one and I love the characters.
Especially Asuka, Kei and Kyoko, as well as Asumi and Haru but everyone else is sweet too.

They gave every girl some background story and personality, and there's quite a lot of characters. Of course this means it's not
super deep on character backgrounds as there's just too many characters. But for the amount of characters present in the game,
this is not surprising and they did a really good job with that. I mean, come on, it's one thing to flesh out 1 or 2 characters and
do a great game with those, but this game has 15 characters, you gotta account for that.

Combat system is also quite good.
I know there's some reviews claiming it's random and stuff.
But there's actually a tutorial as well as explanations in a help menu in the game.
I'll add a brief explanation about the combat system to the end of this review.

It might take a while to fully understand how combat works.
Sometimes you need to make guesses on what the enemy might do or not do.
But it's not as bad as it sounds on some of the reviews.
And I mean, basically in almost every game I can think of you need to "guess" or "take a risk" from time to time.
So it's really not that bad.

If you want to play it safe in Cherry Tree High Girls' Fight, you should just use your highest number cards and use the weakest
attacks.
It does less damage, but almost always works out.
Use the weak cards to block and reduce damage if you have no good cards on your hand.
Of course you can't generalize, but with this simple advice you should do a lot better in combat.

High level attacks do lots of damage, but they can fail if your opponent uses a weaker (and thus "faster" = higher priority)
attack.
Using high level attacks is high risk, high reward basically.

Short summary of the combat system:
The number on a card will be added to the attacks priority.
Weak attacks usually have high priority, strong attacks have low priority.
Your attack priority will be compared to the enemies attack priority.
Higher priority wins, lower priority get's hit.
If attack priorities are equal, the stronger attack will win.
There's some counter moves like "counter punch attacks" that always win against punch attacks no matter the priority though.
But other than that, that's basically how the combat system works.

Note:
Read the ingame tutorial and explanation for the full details.
This is just a quick summary!

TL;DR:
If you like a nice visual novel with some turn based combat and lots of cute girls, this might be for you.
Keep in mind though that the combat system might not be for everyone.
You need to dig in and take some time to read the tutorial and get used to how it works.. Possibly the greatest game of all time.. 
It highly recommends controller support. Doesn't offer PS4 controller support on OSX where it shows up as a generic controller
that almost every other game supports with zero hassle or third party software. Gave the develpers plenty of time to reply in the
forums.

Nothing.

Going to give them another day and this is going to get a refund.
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Controller issue has been mitigated. The PS4 controller on OSX currently requires a wired connection to work. Note the game
GUI is mouse-less and a controller should be mandatory.

As for the game itself. It’s a very light 4Xish crossed with Mount and Blade with Dynasty Warrior.

You run around an over map managing your empire, building and renovating, moving your armies protecting and raiding
convoys and finding more knights so you can raise more armies. You can’t send messengers so if you want something done on
the other side of the map you have to do it yourself. Thankfully mid to late game you have more than enough cash to do what
you need in an area in one go.

The combat forgoes the normal conventions for the most enemies as each one has a common button combination that is
required to be pressed to do damage with each button representing a point of health(With exceptions). Counterpart Knights have
a health bar but damage is applied all the same one button at a time.

The game then again breaks this with super powers. Any damaging power (Again with exceptions) is a one hit kill for anything
that isn’t a knight. Stronger powers and stats are locked behind a level wall but you can save your points for those big juicy ones
you are going to use all the time and gaining experience is easy and the amount of exp required never increase so you level up
faster as the armies get bigger resulting in more kills. There is a cap to this as you will run out of powers to spend points on.

Surprisingly enough the combat is fluid and when you get good enough your normal gameplay emulates a late game superpower.
However no matter how good you are without your entirely disposable troops you are nothing as extremely large numbers
punishes mistakes harshly as you don’t have a safe zone nor distractions to draw fire away. Also you cannot damage buildings
making anything outside of field battles impossible to “Solo”.

There is a “Realm Divide” event so if you know what it is and did’t like it you have been warned.

It does unfortunately have performance issues in larger battles which is disappointing given far more visually demanding and
complex games run better with greater numbers. The AI is fine and I have no complaints with it’s behaviour, it just that there
seems to be a bottleneck somewhere even though the game feeds additional numbers in waves. With that said it is only a issue in
the largest of battles with multiple armies pouring in

A small solid game and a steal even at normal price.

Endless Loop has come a loooonnng way from the first game they release of which I immediately regretted buying. Somehow
you managed to break out of the horror of your first two games into something respectable. Keep it up.. I hope everybody loves
Necroball as much as I do! <3 Necrocorgi!. Different. Entertaining because it is different. If you would enjoy seeing "The Little
Mermaid" rewritten to include an "I am Cait" subplot, have I got good news for you.
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